


Soft landscape

living wall . . .
a living wall could be used to screen the Mancunian Way, creating a green backdrop to the park - a living advertisement for the sustainable 
ethos of the park - whilst providing further opportunities to grow plants, attract wildlife and improve the local biodiversity

structure . . .
Formal shrub planting or mass planting of a single species can be used to define edges, 
create intermediate boundaries, create external “Rooms” and create a micro-climate for more 
tender species to thrive within. Hedging or formal shrub planting can create a structure for more 
informal planting to take place within. It will also bring colour, seasonal variation and improve 
biodiversity

colour . . .
a park full of seasonal variety and changing colours. Different crops will bring changes throughout the year . . .

mass planting . . .
bold planting of grasses creates shelter for 
other plants to grow or bamboos could be 
used as a permeable screen bringing dappled shade. The bamboo’s foliage would rustle in the 
breeze to further help create an atmosphere for the park

hedges . . .
could provide a structure for the park or 
be edible boundaries!

a crop . . .
vegetables, fruit and herbs grown in beds, planters and pots. Rotation of crops could 
maximise the potential and bring year round harvests

external “rooms” 
. . .
a series of smaller separate 
growing areas could 
be created for growing 
different crops or holding 
different activities



Hard landscape

seating . . .
robust seating using bold and natural materials 
can define spaces, act as planters and provide 
interesting and sculptural opportunities for seating

surfacing . . .
a hierarchy of spaces can be developed by the choice of paving materials. A variety of paving 
can help to define different uses, whilst materials could also be selected to help co-ordinate with 
the surrounding area, creating a stronger link with Hulme Park and the surrounding context artwork . . .

sensitive detailing tailor made to reveal local information and history could be used to help create a sense of identity and bring richness to the 
park. Artwork could be a sculptural item or incorporated into paving, railings or street furniture. Residents involvement will be important, they 
could contribute ideas and skills which will help to reinforce a sense of ownership of the park

reclaimed . . .
old or damaged paviours 
could be sourced, from a 
local builders yard or other 
City South neighbourhoods 
where works are planned, 
and recycled for use to create 
a “crazy” paving effect. This 
would improve the sustainability 
of the project and reduce costs 
for new materials.

co-ordinated . . .
resin bound aggregate could be used to tie 
in with the surfacing used in Hulme Park

feature . . .
decorative paving 
could be used to create  
gateways and define 
entrances into the park

pattern. . .
bold patterns and colours could be used to 
help create an identity for the park


